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The present work deals with the study of laminar and turbulent flow of Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluids flowing through helical and Archimedian spiral coils. By using a suitable
viscosity expression corresponding to the shear stress prevailing at the wall, Newtonian corre-
lations are shown to be applicable to a non-Newtonian fluid also. Relationships for spiral coils
are developed from correlations for helical coils and are successfully compared with the data of
Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids.

Introduction

In curved pipes there exists a secondary flow by the
action of centrifugal force which has attracted the
attention of many investigators. Most of the earlier
studies were confined to laminar flow and turbulent
flow of Newtonian fluids through helical coils (Dean2),
White20), Ito3), Kubair and Kuloor6)) and through

spiral coils (Kubair and Kuloor7), Ali and Sheshadri16),
Mori and Nakayama12), Noble13)). The theoretical
analysis of curved pipe problems for a non-Newtonian
visco-inelastic fluid was first considered by Jones4}

and later Thomas and Walter17\ Jones5}, Austin and
Seeder1} and Topakonglu19) also presented their
investigations of curved pipes. Rajshekharan14>15) et

al. and Gupta and Mishra10>11) obtained experimental
data for non-Newtonianfluids in helical and spiral
coils and observed a pronounced effect of the non-
Newtoniancharacter of the fluid on the rate of momen-
tumtransfer.
The present work is taken up to analyse Newtonian

and non-Newtonian flow through spiral and helical
coils. This aim is achieved by considering the cor-

relations for a helical coil of a constant curvature ratio
and by integrating it for a spiral coil over its length,
having regular variation in curvature.
1. Experimental

A thick-walled smooth plastic pressure tube of uni-
form cross section with inside diameter of 1.19 cm
and length 410cm was used for making spiral and
helical coils. The tube was wound round a cylindrical
frame of known diameter to form a helical coil. The
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coil diameter could be varied easily by varying the
diameter of the cylinder. The spiral coils were made
on a horizontal woodensurface with the help of span
clips. Fluid circulation was provided with the help of
a three-stage centrifugal pump suitable for pumping
the fluid from a tank of200 liters capacity and equipped
with cooling coils to maintain uniformtemperature
throughout the experiment. The pressure drop was
measured by connecting the pressure taps with ma-
nometers containing CC14 for lower pressure drop and
Hg for higher pressure drop. Flow rate was measured
by collecting the fluids for a known interval of time.
The above data were taken with different fluids on

different helical and spiral coils. The rheological

properties of each fluid used in the present work were
determined with the help of a capillary tube viscometer
consisting of a uniform-bore glass capillary tube of
diameter 1 mmand length-to-diameter ratio 300.
Rheological constants K' and n were determined from
the pseudoshear diagram. Details of coils and rheo-
logical properties of fluids used in the present experi-
mental work are summarized in Table 1. 2% starch
solution was found to behave like a Newtonian fluid.
2% and 3%, CMCsolutions and 4% starch solutions
were found to behave like a pseudoplastic fluid.

2. Results and Discussion
In a curved pipe, at a particular radius of curvature,

the shear stress is expected to vary with wall position
at the same cross-section. However, a mean wall

shear stress rw can be defined by considering overall
force balance. For pseudoplastic laminar flow
through a helical coil, Mishra and Gupta have sug-
gested an appropriate viscosity expression correspond-
ing to the average shear stress prevailing at the walk

p^KXTjicy*-1"*' (i)
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Table 1 Range ofvariables
SI. Coil dia. [cm] Pitch SI.

No. Particulars D Cl Dc% [cm] No. Fluids n K' p
1 Helical Coil I 15.6 - 1.91 1 Water 1.000 0.0079 1.000

2 Helical Coil II 27.6 - 1.91 2 2% starch solution 1.000 0.0210 1.002
3 Spiral Coil I 14.6 32 1.91 3 2% CMC solution 0.930 0. 1090 1.020
4 Spiral Coil II 14.6 46 5.00 4 3% CMC solution 0.827 0. 1560 1.025
5 Spiral Coil III 14.6 65 10.00 5 4% starch solution 0.860 0. 1020 1.005
6 Spiral Coil lV 14.6 100 24.50 (Length of tube L=410 cm A=1.19 cm)

Fig. 1 Comparison of various correlations for
helical coil

Fig. 2 Turbulent flow friction factor correlation
for helical coils

in the Reynolds number:
NBe =Dt Uplfji, (2)

Their investigations of various non-Newtonian
fluids flowing through helical coils show that the

variation of/vs. NRe2 is independent of flow behaviour
index. Present data on water, 2% starch, 2% CMC
and 4% starch flowing through two helical coils of
15.6 cm and 27.6 cm coil diameter were found to be in
excellent agreement with the laminar flow correlation
of Mishra and Gupta10jll)

(/c//^)-l =0.33 [log A^ ° (3)
where

fsL= l 6INBt. (4)
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White's correlation

fclfsL^i-ii-iii.eiN^ ^y r1 (5)
and the Mishra and Gupta115 correlation Eq. (3) are
compared in Fig. 1. Equations (3) and (5) almost co-
incide with each other in ND2 range of 102-3x 103.
However, a simpler correlation of a form suitable for
minimizing the analytical work for spiral coil flow
analysis is proposed as

(fc/fsL)- l =0.021 NV (6)

This correlation satisfies the data equally well and is in
excellent agreement with Eq. (3), as shown by com-
parison in Fig. 1.

With a view to interpret present experimental re-
sults for turbulent flow through helical coils in terms
of a resistance formula deduced from the l/7th power
law, described by Ito for Newtonian fluids, turbulent
flow of a power law fluid through straight pipe must be
considered first. Mishra and Tripathi9) have shown
the applicability of a single-valued turbulent flow
correlation for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian
fluid by using differential viscosity in the Reynolds
number. So, the Blasius resistance formula for a

power law fluid flowing through straight tubes takes the
following form :

fS T =0.079/(NBe,dr* (7)

where

NRe,d=Dt UpliJ,d
and

jud=nK(TjKy«-^ (8)

Mishra and Gupta11>correlated their Newtonian and
non-Newtonian turbulent flow data by

fc -fs T = 0.0075(Dt/Dcy* (9)

Figure 2 shows the plot fc(Dc/Dt)1/2 against fST(DJ
Dt)1/2 for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids.
The value offST was evaluated from Eq. (7) at Reyn-
olds number NRc>din the coil. It is observed that the
turbulent flow data are in good agreement with Eq. (9).

3. Spiral Coils

Figure 3 shows the data for 3 % CMCsolution flow-
ing through spirals of various diameters and pitches
on a pseudo-shear plot. The deviation from the
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straight-pipe data are seen to be similar to that
observed in helical coils. In this set of experiments the
inner diameter of the spiral was kept constant at 14.6
cm and pitch was varied from 1.91 cm to 24.5cm.

Figures 4 and 5 are friction coefficient vs. Reynolds
number plots for water and 4% starch solution

flowing through spiral coils.
In a spiral coil, radius of curvature varies with the

length of the pipe, which causes variation in pressure
gradient and intensity of secondary circulation along

the length of the pipe. However, an approximation
can be made by considering a spiral coil made of a
large number of differential sections of helical coils

of varying radius of curvature. Assuming that the
intensity of the secondary circulation in a section of

spiral coil is the same as that in a helical coil of the
same curvature, the rate of change of friction factor in
a spiral coil can be estimated from the rate of change of

curvature of the spiral coil.
Kubair and Kuloor8) used the integral

fcs = \DC\fclD%)dDc (10)JDC1

to obtain the following integrated friction factor ex-
pression for a spiral coil.
/C7^ 1 6. 17V^-5[exp 3.554(A/i)^1)-exp 3.544(i),/i)(72)]

(ll)

It is to be noted that Eq. (ll) givesfCs=0, for DCl-+
Dc2 i.e., a case of helical coil. The value offcs
given by Eq. (ll) seems to be a difference between

friction factors of helical coils of dia. DCl and DCr
The friction factorfcs in Eq. (ll), therefore, does not
represent the friction factor in the spiral coil. Thus the
expression given by Kubair and Kuloor seems to be

invalid.

Iffc is the friction factor at a position length x of a
spiral coil of total length L, the average friction coef-
ficient may be defined as

f cs=(l/L)\LfcdL (12)
Jo

The polar equation of an Archimedian spiral is given
by

r=asd

where as=P\2n and P=pitch of the spiral coil.
The arc element dL and the radius of curvature R
at any point P(r,6) of the curve are given by the

following relationships :
dL= (l /a.WiT+ d}/F)rdr (1 3)

and
R=r(l +al/r*y*l(l +2a*/r2) (14)

respectively.
Now, let us consider the magnitude of (as/r)2 com-

pared to unity. For l/4th, 1/2 and one full turns of
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Fig. 3 Flow diagram for 3% CMCsolution in
spiral coil

Fig. 4 Friction factor vs. Reynolds number for
water

Fig. 5 Friction factor vs. Reynolds number plot

for 4 % starch solution

the spiral coil from the origin, i.e. for 6 values of 7r/2,
7v and 2tt, the values of(as/r)2 are calculated to be 0.404,
0.101, and 0.0253 respectively. We find that as 6
increases (as/r)2 decreases and beyond half turn of the
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spiral its values become negligible compared to unity.
Therefore, for spiral coils where minimumradius rl
is such that (as/r)2<l, Eqs. (13) and (14) simplify to
dL^(r/as)dr and R^r respectively.
Substituting the above approximated value of dL in
Eq. (12), we get

fc s =2K/PL fcrdr (15)

Equation (15) is a general expression for average fric-
tion coefficient in a spiral coil. Integration of the
differential polar equation of an Archimedian spiral
gives

PLjn=rl-rl (1 6)

Evaluation offcs for laminar flow can be made by
substituting the value offc from Eq. (6) in Eq. (15).

fa s ^ln/PL fSL[\+aNUDtl2R)m]rdr (17)

where a and b are constants, 0.021 and 0.7 respec-

tively in Eq. (6).
For a Newtonian fluid the integration term in Eq.

(17) can easily be evaluated, as Reynolds number and
fSL are constants and radius of curvature r is the only
variable. In a helical coil the radius of curvature re-
mainsconstant. Therefore, wall shear stress and
viscosity of a non-Newtonian fluid do not change with
length of coil. In a spiral coil the radius of curvature
varies with the length of the pipe due to which the wall
shear stress and hence the viscosity ofa non-Newtonian
fluid change with position. Thus, we find that it is
difficult to find a local value of NRe and the evaluation
of the integral term in Eq. (17) is not so simple for non-
Newtonian fluids. To obtain a simple relationship,

however, a viscosity term will be evaluated from an
overall mean wall shear stress obtained from total
pressure drop and length of the coil. IfNRe is defined,
using this mean value of viscosity, and/^L is evaluated
at this Reynolds number, Eq. (17) can be simplified

by assuming NRe having a constant mean value. The
resulting expression for average friction coefficient in
a spiral coil under laminar flow condition is obtained
as

-1=

2"Nt
2-(b/2) Dl,W'OW] [

l -(rjrsy
,2-(6/2)

(18)

Mean friction coefficient for turbulent flow in a

spiral coil can also be estimated by substituting Eq.
(9) in Eq. (15). The integration and simplification
results in

where ,4=0.0075;

Here also;, fsr the turbulent friction coefficient in a
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straight pipe is evaluated at Reynolds number using
the differential viscosity at mean wall shear stress
across the total length of the coil.
The critical Reynolds number relationship

NRe, c=2 x lO\Dt/2Ry^ (20)

was proposed by Ito3) and later verified by Gupta and
Mishran) using their own data on 60 helical coils of
various diameters and pitches. Further, it was also
pointed out that the critical Reynolds number for
moderate non-Newtonian behaviour could be approx-
imated from the above relationship. From Eq. (20)
it is seen that the critical Reynolds number is a function
of the curvature ratio, i.e. the higher the curvature
ratio (Dt/2R) the higher the critical Reynolds number.
Based upon this observation, transition in a spiral

coil will start at the point where the curvature ratio is
minimum or the radius of curvature is maximum.
With increased flow rate, the transition point will
move from higher radius of curvature towards lower
radius of curvature. Let the minimumand maximum
radii of curvature of a spiral coil be r1 and r2 respec-
tively and the corresponding critical Reynolds number,
evaluated from Eq. (20), be N£e. The flow remains
laminar throughout the coil if the Reynolds number is
less than iVJe2> and the flow becomes turbulent through-
out the coil if the Reynolds number is more than NBel.
However,both laminar and turbulent flow prevails
if the Reynolds number is between Nmand NBe2. In
such a case the average friction coefficient should be
evaluated as

fcs=2nlPL\ \ fG L rdr+ J [foTrdrj
(21)

wherer* corresponds to the radius of curvature in a
spiral coil where transition from laminar to turbulent
takes place, and it can be evaluated from Eq. (20) at
a known value of Reynolds number. Evaluation of
the integral in Eq. (21) results in
f-16[\ laI n V^Tl-O-Jr*)

(2-6/2)

i °-079 i *i/^YT1"^^*! m\
+N^d+4A{rJ Ll-(r*/r2)2J (22)

Figure 6 shows the plot offcs/fsL against JV^i for lami-
nar flow of water and 2 %starch solution representing
Newtonian behaviour through various spiral coils.
Solid lines in this figure represent the semiempirical
correlation

(!r) - 40-0254iVi á"(tr] [
1-WrO1-6

(23)

for NBe<N%e

Similar plots for 3% CMCand 4% starch solution
having pseudo-plastic behaviour show reasonably
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Fig. 6 Correlation of laminar flow friction coef-
ficient in spiral coils

good agreement between the data and Eq. (23).
Turbulent flow data (NBe>N%el) are shown in Fig.

7 where fcs is plotted againstf^T for both Newtonian
and non-Newtonian fluids flowing through spiral

coils (radius ratio rjr2 ranging from 0.146 to 0.456).
Curves shown in this figure represent the semitheoret-

ical correlation for turbulent flow through a spiral
coil.

f f -OOl^YT^^l (24)fcs-fsT-0.01^Dc J [_ l-(r,/r2)2J { }

Turbulent flow data are also seen to be in good
agreement with Eq. (24).

C onclusion
Behaviour of non-Newtonian fluids in both spiral

and helical coils is seen to be identical to that of New-
tonian fluids. Shear stress at the wall in laminar flow
is more than that in a straight pipe. Therefore, the
use of viscosity, evaluated at the meanshear stress at
the wall, in the Reynolds number, is more appropriate
for correlating non-Newtonian data. Integrated fric-
tion coefficient obtained from correlations for helical

coils has been found to be in good agreement with

the data on spiral coils in both the regions of laminar
and of turbulent flow.

Nomenclature

A, a, b = constants [-]
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Fig. 7 Correlation of turbulent flow friction coef-
ficient in spiral coils

Dc = 2R [m]
Da = lrx [m]
DC2 = 2r2 [m]

Dt = inner diameter of straight and coil tube [m]
/ = Fanning friction factor [-]
fc = friction factor in helical coil [-]
fCL = laminar flow friction factor in

helical coils [-]
fas = friction factor in spiral coil [-]
fCT = turbulent flow friction factor in

helical coils [-]

fSL = laminar friction factor in straight tube [-]
fST = turbulent flow friction factor in

straight pipe [-]
K = consistency index [kg - sTC~2/m]
K' = consistency index [kg à" sn' ~2/m]
L = length of straight pipe or coil [m]

ND = Dean number NRe(Dt/2R)1/2 [-]
NRe = Reynolds number DtUp//Li [-]
N£ei = upper critical Reynolds number [-]
NSe2 = l°wer critical Reynolds number [-]
NRe,d = Reynolds number based on differential

viscosity DtUplt*d [-]
n = flow behaviour index
P = pitch in spiral coils [m]
AP = pressure drop [Pa]
r = radius of curvature [m]
r = radial position (=R) [m]
r1 = inner radius of spiral coil [m]
r2 = outer radius of spiral coil [m]

r* = critical radius [m]
jj - average velocity [m/s]

[i = viscosity [kg/m- s]

jli2 = effective pseudoshear viscosity
in curved pipe [kg/m à" s]

fid = differential viscosity [kg/m à"s]
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p = density
rw = shear stress at wall
0 = angle at any point in spiral
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